
CELPA – The Portuguese Pulp and Paper Association - calls upon the European Commission and 
member states to thouroughly think through structural changes to the EU ETS, instead of a short 
time fix. 

 

1. The EU ETS functions and meets its goal: to reduce GHG emissions by 20% 

by 2020 compared to 1990 level. There is a market, there is compliance and there 

is verification. The EU’s 2020 targets are set to be met at least cost. 

 

2. Any structural review shall only be implemented after 2020, unless a global 

agreement is reached. 

 

3. Any future climate change and energy policy needs to deliver a long term 

perspective within a global context, bringing long term targets within reach in 

the most cost effective and economically efficient manner. This does not include 

the ETS only, but the total package of policies addressing industries global 

competitiveness and the risk of carbon leakage, energy markets, environmental 

issues and climate change. 

 

4. The EU ETS in itself cannot deliver on innovation, although the climate 

needs breakthrough technologies in industries concerned. The ETS can 

however deliver double dividend by spending its revenues in the right way. 

 

5. Structural changes need to take into account that the economic and 

political landscape has drastically changed since 2009, where the EU has 

fundamentally reduced its competitive position. The global competitive position of 

the EU economy and industry has to be the basis for any proposals for change. 

 

For these reasons, the options in the carbon market report do not bring such a 



structural view. The six options in the report all show short term fixes to set a certain 

carbon price. They do not yet reflect structural changes to the EU ETS for after 2020. 

 

A structural rethinking is needed. 

 

What are the main problems today? 

1. The situation has dramatically changed. When the EU ETS was designed, we 

expected a global agreement on climate change, so that carbon abatement curves in 

Europe would have started with fuel mix changes in the power sector, followed by low 

hanging fruit such as efficiency improvements in industry, until finally carbon capture and 

storage. Today, the abatement curve above no longer applies: the economic crisis, the 

differences in prices of energy between Europe and the rest of the world, the huge 

increase in renewables in Europe, the lack of global international agreement and the 

unilateral EU actions, all give a different setting to the ETS then when it was initially 

designed. This has to be taken into account in any review. 

 

2. The ETS has been given too many functions and is expected to deliver all in the 

short term. The problems raised in the carbon market report have to do with the multiple 

expectations on the functions of the carbon market. Currently the carbon price is 

expected to bring renewable energy to the market, create global carbon markets, 

stimulate low-carbon technologies and make sectors invest, etc. Delivering on all at the 

same time is simply not possible. 

 

3. Too many laws conflict and interact with the EU ETS. Other legislations continuously 

interfere with the carbon market, lowering the need for allowances thus lowering the 

carbon price – the Energy Efficiency Directive, the Renewable Energy Directive, the 

Industrial Emissions Directive, national support schemes (e.g. the German 



Energiewende) etc. Particularly with renewable energies, where investments take place 

independently of carbon prices set by the EU ETS. 

 

4. The ETS holds too many differences and sectors inside. The interests of and drivers 

of the power sector do not resemble those of the electricity and heat consumers in 

Europe – the industrial carbon leakage base. The power sector has full pass through, the 

marginal pricing system, long term investment cycles, no exposure to international 

competition. 

 

5. Too many regulatory interventions hamper investments. Participating companies are 

weary of all the changes made to the system, particularly when 2013 allocations are not 

even known. Every time a change in the regulatory framework is announced, investments 

freeze until the regulatory framework is finally defined. This in itself has become an 

obstacle to investments. 

 

Given the above, it seems clear that an EU ETS review will be needed by 2017, as 

already inbuilt in the law, to be implemented from 2020 onwards. We therefore 

welcome an early discussion on structural measures, but we strongly oppose to any 

pre-2020 review of the ETS. The discussion on ETS is in practice a discussion on how to 

meet the carbon targets beyond 2020. The system used and the price resulting are a 

secondary, however important debate. 

 

Therefore CELPA proposes to: 

 

6. Start the ETS review from the perspective of competitiveness and industrial policy. 

The ETS has become a general issue for competitiveness. The additional costs per se 

have an impact when there are no constraints on operators in other countries, being 



more or less carbon intensive does not matter. ETS should prevent investment 

leakage not only carbon leakage. The definition of loss of market share to less carbon 

intensive installations needs to be changed. 

 

7. On this basis, rethink the entire policy package, not only the EU ETS, cleaning up 

the overlap between the many tools in place now. 

 

8. Implement structural changes after 2020, and only once. Investments are hampered 

by too many changes. To give investment certainty there should be no further changes to 

the system that are implemented before 2020. 2013 already sees a planned massive 

overhaul of the EU ETS with new allocation rules. 2014 already has uncertainty with the 

proposed re-evaluation of free allocation to the industry (the carbon leakage list). The 

back-loading proposal changes the rules again, announcing even more changes ahead. 

Regulatory uncertainty becomes a barrier to investments in the EU. 

 

9. Make clean divisions between ETS and other legislation and avoid overlap. There is 

a special reference linking the ETS directive with the IED. This shall be changed – no 

special reference shall be made to energy efficiency measures in IED permits and 

BREFS when the installations are also under the EU ETS. 

 

10. Break the link between electricity generators and industrial installations inside the 

ETS. The link between the share of industry and electricity generators, via the linear 

reduction factor, needs to be broken – change is needed. Structural solutions to the ETS 

directive are only possible when Article 10a5 is removed. As long as the industry cap 

changes with the linear reduction factor and the link between power sector and industry 

sector is not broken (by removing this article), structural solutions accommodating both 

sectors are not possible. This will result in a system where the carbon price is set by the 



shortage in the power sector, but in a much more clear way than today. 

 

11. Remove the C-factor, and only have a linear reduction factor. When allocations have 

taken place based on the benchmarks and historic production there shall by principle 

NOT be a C-factor. Article 10a5 should be removed. This will bring fewer credits to 

auctioning. 

 

12. Not change the linear factor. The EU can only change the linear reduction factor when 

either there is a global agreement or a major technological breakthrough is achieved. 

 

13. Limit changes, also to the carbon leakage list. There shall be a Carbon leakage list 

review only once per period, before the start. Article 10a13 shall therefore be changed. 

Every 5 years creates a huge uncertainty for investments. 

 

14. Neither backloading nor set aside credits. Set aside destroys economic value. The 

EU Commission proposals for a structural set aside of EUA, following the temporary 

backloading, are an unnecessary destruction of economic value and growth potential. If 

decided to set aside allowances for future use, one could look at ways of securing credits 

in a permanent buffer, which allows for flexibility, and use them as a tool for both future 

growth and innovation funding. 

 

15. Use the revenues from the ETS to help drive innovation. All auctioning and unused 

new entrant reserve credits shall be spent on development of breakthrough technologies 

for the sectors covered by the EU ETS and on providing support to enable these sectors 

to cope with the challenges of a low carbon economy while maintaining their international 

competitiveness. 

 



16. Improve the position of industrial CHP. The ETS directive when decided upon 

purposely made no distinction in electricity produced and used on industrial sites and 

market electricity produced by power companies. The fact that there is no free allocation 

to any electricity production has devastating impacts on industrial CHP. 
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